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Editor-in- Chief, Ho Nam Chang, Ph.D. (Stanford, 1975)

Editor-in-Chief of AFOB Newsletter
Professor Emeritus, Biochemical Engineering Department of Chemical and 
Bio-molecular Engineering, KAIST. Daejeon 34141/CTO of Lab to Market Korea

  AFOB  ~ 2019
29 years have passed since the first biochemical engineering conference was held in Kyungju, Korea, as the chairmen 
of the organizing committee of APBioChEC 1990, together with Professor Shintaro Furusaki, Professor of Chemical 
Engineering of University of Tokyo. Many celebrities, DIC Wang of MIT, MH Han of KRIBB, T. Tosa of Japan, ML 
Shuler of Cornell Univerity, attended this very first meeting to give plenary lectures and 145 invited papers were 
presented. 8 areas: Enzyme engineering (23), Animal cell culture (14), plant cell culture (10), process monitoring and 
control (12), recombinant processes (18), downstream processing (26), bioreactor (24), wastewater treatment (14).  
Summarizing APBioCheC meetings are as follows: (#2) 1992 Yokohama, Japan, (#3) 1994 Singapore; (#4) 1997 
Beijing, China (#5) 1999, Phuket, Thailand, (#6) 2003, Brisbane, Australia (#7) 2005, Jeju, Korea, (#8) 2007 Taipei, 
Taiwan (#9) 2009 Kobe, the last APBioChEC. 
After 18 years of APBioChEC 1990, in 2008 AFOB (Asian Federation of Biotechnology) was founded in Dalian, 
China with Professor Yoshida of Osaka University as AFOB's first President (2008~2012), Jungkeug Park as Secretary 
General (Vice President of Dongkuk University). In 2011 AFOB held its first ACB meeting in Shanghai China 
(Organizing Committee Chairman, JJ Zhong of Shanghai Jiao Tong Univ. I was elected as the 2nd President of AFOB 
as JJ Zhong of SJTU, Secretary General (2012~2016). Then the 4 year term was changed to 2 years starting from the 
3rd term. George Fu Cao, Director General. Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention was elected as the 3rd 
President (2016~2018) , Secretary General Yoon Mo Koo of Inha University; the 4th President Wen Chian Lee, 
Professor of Chengkung University Taiwan was elected (2018.10~2020.09) and secretary General Tai Hyun Park of 
Seoul National University. 
Even before the foundation of AFOB there were meetings such as YABEC (Young Asian Biochemical Engineers 
Conference who held its first meeting Seoul In Korea in 2005. Many ARS like meeting organized by Korean 
biochemical engineers were held in various Asian countries such as Phillipine, Indonesia,Malaysia, Mongolia, Nepal, 
etc.  Current AFOB events numbers are YABEC (#24), ARS (#11), ACB (#14), AFOB Summer forum (#2), and its 
number #3 events will be held summer in 2020 at Jiangbai san (長白山) Resort in China (border town between North 
Korea and China). 
Many acrivirities were founded and carrie out sucessfully, I would thank all AFOB members who worked with me and 
New Editor-in-Chief Youngje Yu who started his work by publshing AFOB, NO.4.  I suggest that the following work 
could be done in a few future to make AFOB world class inter continendtal societies throughout Asia, Europe, 
Americas and other continents such as Oceanina and Africa.
 1. Participaion of retired members in AFOB activities 
 2. History of APBioChEC and AFOB activities
 3. History of Biotechnology acitivies in Asia- Pacific Region 
     (comparison with other parts of the world)

Editorial
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  4th Managing Team of AFOB (2018.10.1~2020.09.30)

[Past Managing Teams (President and Secretary General)]
1st (2008.10.01~2012. 09.30) Founding - Yoshida (Osaka U), Geuk Park (Dong GuK U)
2nd (2012.10.01~ 2016.09.30) - Ho Nam Chang (KAIST), JJ Zhong (SJTU)
3rd (2016.10.01~2018.09.30) - George Fu Gao (CDC, China), Yoon Mo Koo (Inha)

NEWS
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 NO REGISTRAION FEE ARS 2019 SINGAPORE

The offficial website gives all the information for participants such as submitting, registration, venues and hotel 
reservation and so on. But this website is  now open for a while. It may disappear in a two years forever.  
What I like to mention here is what were different from other AFOB meetings. By early January, 2019 I did not make 
up my mind to attend ARS 2019. Singapore is a very nice city (country) which many people of the world want to visit.  
There are many things to see. I have been there in 1994 when the 3rd APBioChEC meeting was held and I gave a 
plenary lecture on “enzymatic syntheis of biodegradable polymer”. Now I think that my plenary lecture was not 
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useful.. In July 2015 I presented Δπ=0 reverse osmosis in desalination in Interational Desalination. Nobody seemed 
to understand it althougth world class experts attended the meeting. I learned a lot but the other participants got nothing 
from me. Now I think that my M-△π=o RO is more mature than before in terms of energy consumption, membarne 
area and water recovery, etc.. 
Because of my decision to attend this meeting at the last moment caused a big trouble. I could not find a hotel to stay. 
Without any hotel researvation I left Korea with seven other Korean friends to Singapore and arrived at the late 
evening. Then we tried to move to Joho Bharu, Malaysia but we had to wait for 30 minutes and next step is to enter 
Malasia. My passport had to accommodate three stamps. What I worried about was that stamp space of my passport 
may become short so that I may need a new passport very soon.
During my stay in Joho Bahru and I got a call from my wife that the hotel is available at a little higher price than ususal 
through a Korean travel agency called “Hana”. In Singapore I were I can not present poster unless accepted.   Because 
of registration fee free conferenceI too many participants wanted to attend. I worried about not presenting a poster. 
Fortunately I got a poster board number and presented the poster. Right after the first day I took a taxi to the airport. 
Taxi driver was a very kind one and two of us talked about Korea, Singapore. The driver did not receive a tip (very 
nice, perhaps no tip system. In Korea there were some occasions when taxi driver charged an exccessive fee from 
Incheon airport to Seoul. Now Credit card pay is very common and the driver does not expect any additional fee except 
in some occasions (night deriving).  
※ http://bioinfo.bti.a-star.edu.sg/ARS2019/venue.html

The conference was very well organized and sucessfully executed. I put the personal biography of Prof. Lam Kong 
Peng (PDF).

 Professor Dr Suraini Abd Aziz of UPM receives Top Research Scientist 
Malaysia 2018 Award

The Top Research Scientists Malaysia (TRSM) was initiated in 2010 by The Academy of 
Sciences Malaysia (ASM) to identifies and recognises leading Malaysian research scientists who 
are actively pushing the boundaries of research and development to generate new knowledge, 
make discoveries, create value-added opportunities as well as meaningful and impactful 
outcomes from their research that significantly contributes to the nation’s socio-economic 
transformation.
There were 24 TRSM 2018 award recipients this year. One of them is AFOB Malaysia Executive Board member i.e 
Prof Dr Suraini Abd Aziz from Faculty of Biotechnology and Biomolecular Science, Universiti Putra Malaysia. The 
award ceremony was held on November 1st, 2018 at Sunway Putra Hotel, Kuala Lumpur. YAB Tun Dr Mahathir 
Mohamad, Prime Minister of Malaysia is the Guest of Honour and officiated the event during the ceremony.

NEWS
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 In Memory of Late Prof Dr Miranda Yap, a Great Leader in Asian Biotech Community 
Prof Dr Miranda Yap lived an active life of 36 years of service in biotechnology and left AFOB community forever 4 
years ago (2015) at an age of 67. What I know about her is very little, but  she liked a golf very much. In 2005 
APBioCheC meeting in Jeju, Korea (chaired by YM Koo) was held and Prof Yap, I and two others (I can't remember 
these other two) played a golf together. In 2019 January AFOB had a very successful meeting of ARS in Singapore 
organized by a new leader Prof Lam Kong Peng. While she was ill, AFOB could not find a good contact person who 
will take care of AFOB activity in Singapore. Because of the successful ARS 2019 in Singapore, I hope that Singapore 
would play a more bigger role connecting AFOB actvity in East and South east Asias to Eurasia and Middle East Asian 
Countries.  The rest of materials are from the Wikipedia.

‣ The Late Miranda Yap (August 1948~ 14 October 2015)
Miranda Yap (August 1948 – 14 October 2015) was a professor in the Chemical and Biomolecular 
Engineering Department of the National University of Singapore, and the Executive Director of 
the Bioprocessing Technology Institute at the Agency for Science,Technology and Research of 
Singapore (A*STAR). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miranda_Yap
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‣ Education
Yap earned her PhD in chemical engineering at the University of Toronto in 1979; she had previously received a basic 
degree in applied chemistry from University of Singapore, now known as the National University of Singapore (NUS), 
and a master's degree in biochemical engineering at University College London in 1973.
‣ Career
She returned to Singapore in 1982 to join NUS. With a government grant, she helped to establish the Bioprocessing 
Technology Unit (BTU) in 1990, which was later renamed as Bioprocessing Technology Centre (BTC) in 1995 as a 
National research center for bioprocessing technology with Yap as the Director. In 2003, the center was renamed the 
Bioprocessing Technology Institute (BTI) and relocated to the new Biopolis research center in Singapore.[1] She also 
founded two organizations, the Centre for Natural Product Research (now called Merlion Pharmaceuticals) and the 
Biopharmaceutical Manufacturing Technology Center (now called A-Bio Pharma).[2] During her career, she 
published 58 papers in peer-reviewed journals.
In February 2006, Yap was named a Foreign Associate to the United States National Academy of Engineering. Her 
election citation noted "her outstanding achievements in education, research and management in the field of 
mammalian cell culture". She is the only female scientist and second Singaporean to be elected to the academy.[5] She 
was awarded the President's Science and Technology Medal in 2009, becoming the first female winner of Singapore's 
most prestigious science prize. 
Yap was named Executive Director of A*STAR Graduate Academy (A*GA) in November 2006, focusing on talent 
management and development in partnership with Imperial College London.
She has been a lecturer in the Advanced Course in Cell Technology at the University of Minnesota, which describes 
her as:
Prof Miranda Yap is the founding Director of BTI, which is the pivotal institution in advancing Singapore’s 
bioprocessing research and plays a critical role in Singapore’s success in the expansion of biomanufacturing industry. 
She has been instrumental in nurturing BTI’s growth; transforming it from its nascent days as the Bioprocessing 
Technology Unit in National University of Singapore to a renowned international institution today. She has trained 
numerous PhD and master students in many areas of biotechnology. In cell culture technology her work has spanned 
from early work on cellular physiology to recent transcriptome and proteome analysis for cell engineering.

NEWS
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 Korean Delegates visit UTM on the way to 2019 Singapore ARS 
The 8 Korean delegates, Ho Nam Chang, Yoon Mo Koo, Jung Geuk Park, Hyun Kyu Park, Jong In Won, Si Wook Kim 
and Duk Je Oh, visited a resort in Johor Bahru for a few days, Malaysia from January 18 to 22, 2019.
To Koreans, Johor Bahru is known as a nice winter resort and a good golf place since LPGA Malaysian Asian golf tour 
is held very often in Johor Bahru (member countries Japan, Korea, China, Taiwan, Thailand and Malaysia). Joho Bahru 
in Wikipedia is as follows. 

The Johor Bahru District is a district located in the southern part of Johor, Malaysia. The heavily 
suburban/suburbanizing district covers an area of 1,063.97 km² and has a population of 1.33 million. The district 
capital is Johor Bahru City and the administrative capital is Iskandar Puteri City. The district borders Pontian 

District on the west, Kota Tinggi District on the east, Kulai District on the north and Straits of Johor to the 
south, also the city is the third largest city in Malaysia. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johor_Bahru_District)

On the week end from Saturday and Sunday we played a golf. The golf course was a bit difficult for me than my 
familiar courses in Korea and Japan. One peculiar thing the ground near putting green was dug up badly by wild pigs. 
On Saturday evening Prof Oh informed us of Sunday afternoon meeting in UTM (University Technology Malaysia). I 
thought this was quite strange since Sunday is a day of good rest. Amazingly enough I visited Malaysia many times 
(golf and conferences), I did know how Malaysian weekends are different from those of other countries (Sunday to 
Friday Afternoon). 
When we visited UTM, everybody of UTM was ready to meet us.
UTM in Wikipedia is as follows: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_Technology,_Malaysia

Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) is a Malaysian public research-intensive university in engineering, science and 
technology located in Skudai, Johor and it has a branch campus in Kuala Lumpur.
UTM is a graduate-focused university with 56% of its student population consisting of postgraduate students, the 
highest in Malaysia. As of 2015, UTM has more than 5,000 international students from more than 120 countries, the 
highest research university in Malaysia.
It started as technical college in 1904. In 1960 the college began a new era by upgrading its engineering courses to 
the degree level. On March 14, 1972, Malaysia’s Ruler, DYMM Seri Paduka Baginda Yang Dipertuan Agong 
proclaimed the formation of Institut Teknologi Kebangsaan (ITK) under section 6(1) of the University & 
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University College Act 1971.
On 1 April 1975, the journey from school to university was completed when the institution became Universiti 
Teknologi Malaysia (UTM), quite close to the Johor Bahru resort.
The university moved to a new campus located on 2,400 acres of land in Skudai, Johor. Construction works had begun 
in 1978 and the campus opened on September 16, 1985 by His Majesty Sultan Iskandar Ibni Almarhum Sultan 

Ismail, then the Yang di Pertuan Agong, in his capacity as his capacity as the second Chancellor of UTM.
Still UTM maintains a small branch campus in Kuara Lumpur. The pictures are taken in UTM campus. In the picture 
you may see “Prof. Ali Hassan”, current President of AFOB Malaysian Chapter and his wife who visited Johor Bahru, 
had dinner together with UTM people and Korean delegates.
The university has a library (known as Perpustakaan Sultanah Zanariah) with online facilities. There are free bus 
services, as well as local and international restaurants on campus.
The Webometrics Ranking of World Universities places UTM in the fourth place in the South East Asia Region, and 
the top in Malaysia. In the QS University Rankings, it placed 100 in the "Engineering & Technology Universities" 
category among other world ranked universities in 2016. UTM aims to achieve the status of a global university and 
rank among 50 of the world's best universities by 2020.
Another initiative is the formation of the Iskandar Malaysia Academic Partnership (IMAP) resulting from the 
Inaugural UTM University Presidents Forum.
   

NEWS
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 AFOB Board Meeting 
‣ [AGENDA] - AFOB Board Meeting 2018-1st
August 24, 2018 (13.00-15.00), Grand Ballroom2, Holiday Inn Songdo, Incheon, Republic of Korea

[Chair: Yoon-Mo Koo (Secretary General)]

Opening of the meeting
Report

1. Current AFOB Organization (Yoon-Mo Koo)
2. Current Status of ABD (Asian Biotechnology Directory) (Yoon-Mo Koo)
3. YABEC 2017 (23rd , October 18-20, 2017) (Yinhua Wan)
4. AFOB Summer Forum 2018 (Duk Jae Oh)
5. AFOB Regional Symposium (ARS 2018) (Md. Mozammel Hoq)
    - Attachment II. 5 (p. 1)
6. Division activities 2017-2018 (Wen-Chien Lee)
7. Biotechnology Journal (Masahiro Goto)
8. Asian BT Summit Forum (Yinhua Wan)
9. 4th AFOB Presidential Election (Yoon-Mo Koo)

Announcement
1. YABEC 2018 (Steven Wang)
2. 14th Asian Congress on Biotechnology (ACB 2019) (Wen-Chien Lee)
3. AFOB Summer Forum 2020 (Yin-hua Wan)
4. 15th Asian Congress on Biotechnology (ACB 2021) (Tai Hyun Park)
5. AFOB Newslette (Ho Nam Chang)
6. AFOB Regional Symposium (ARS 2019) (Kong Peng Lam/ Penjit Srinophakun)
7. AFOB Regional Symposium (ARS 2020) (Janardan Lamichhane)

Discussion
1. Inviting additional RBO (Yoon-Mo Koo)
2. Inviting additional Vice Presidents-Industry (Yoon-Mo Koo)
3. Changing into new Vice presidents of each regions and Division chairs. 

New members will invite new ideas to make new AFOB. (Yoon-Mo Koo)
4. Financial support for young scholars to attend AFOB events (Md. Mozammel Hoq)

Closing of the meeting
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‣ [Attachment]
Attachment I. (Opening of the meeting)
(…)
Attachment II. 4. (AFOB Regional Symposium (ARS 2018))
A. Report of ARS 2018 is as follows in [Table II. 4. A]:

           

     

NEWS
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 Fortune 500, https://fortune.com/global500/2019/
‣ Energy, Chemical, Pharmaceutical Industries.
World top 10 companies in terms of revenues are (1) Walmart ($514 (billion)), (8) Exxon Mobil, 
China (Sinopec, China National Petroleum, State Grid (electricity), Royal Dutch Shell, Saudi Aramco, BP, Volkswagen 
(Germany), Toyota Motors. Six out of 10 largest companies are enery and oil companies. Two automobile companies 
and Walmart (merchandise sales), Electricity company make up largest companies of the world. DuPont (ranjk100) is 
the largest chemical company $85.9 billion, followed by the BASF (rank 115, 78.7billion ($). China's COFCO ranks 
world 134 and Smsung Eelectronics ranks world 15. Johnson and Johnson ranks $81.3 billion The difference between 
the biggest chemical and pharmaceutical companies is very small. 

NEWS
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 R-1 Palo Alto, Stanford, Silicon Valley, California,
Stanford University was founded in 1885 by Leland and Jane Stanford, dedicated to Leland Stanford Jr, their only 
child. The institution opened in 1891 on Stanford's previous Palo Alto*1 farm. Despite being impacted by 
earthquakes in both 1906 and 1989, the campus was rebuilt each time. In 1919, The Hoover Institution on War, 
Revolution and Peace was started by Herbert Hoover to preserve artifacts related to World War I. The Stanford 
Medical Center, completed in 1959, is a teaching hospital with over 800 beds. The SLAC National Accelerator 
Laboratory (originally named the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center), which was established in 1962, performs 
research in particle physics.
Jane and Leland Stanford modeled their university after the great eastern universities, most specifically Cornell 
University. Stanford opened being called the "Cornell of the West" in 1891 due to faculty being former Cornell 
affiliates (either professors, alumni, or both) including its first president, David Starr Jordan. Both Cornell and 
Stanford were among the first to have higher education be accessible, nonsectarian, and open to women as well as to 
men. Cornell is credited as one of the first American universities to adopt this radical departure from traditional 
education, and Stanford became an early adopter as well.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanford_University

Leland Stanford Junior University (Stanford University or Stanford) is a private research university in Stanford, 
California. Stanford is known for its academic strength, wealth, selectivity, proximity to Silicon Valley, and ranking 
as one of the world's top universities. The university was founded in 1885 by Leland and Jane Stanford in memory of 
their only child, Leland Stanford Jr., who had died of typhoid fever at age 15 the previous year. Stanford was a U.S. 
Senator and former Governor of California who made his fortune as a railroad tycoon. The school admitted its first 
students on October 1, 1891, as a coeducational and non-denominational institution.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palo_Alto,_California

Palo Alto  is a   charter city   located in the northwest corner of   Santa Clara County, California , United States, in 
the   San Francisco Bay Area . Palo Alto means tall stick   in Spanish; the city is named after a   coastal redwood tree 
called   El Palo Alto .
The city was established by  Leland Stanford Sr.  when he founded   Stanford University, following the death of his 
son,  Leland Stanford Jr.  Palo Alto includes portions of   Stanford University and shares its borders with   East Palo 
Alto,  Mountain View, Los Altos, Los Altos Hills,  Stanford,  Portola Valley, and Menlo Park. As of the   2010 
census, the city's total resident population is 64,403. Palo Alto is one of the five most expensive cities in the United 
States to live in and its residents are among the highest educated in the country. 
Palo Alto is headquarters to a number of  high-technology   companies, including  Hewlett-Packard (HP), Space 
Systems/Loral,  VMware,  Tesla,  Ford Research and Innovation Center, PARC,  IDEO, Skype, Palantir 
Technologies,   Houzz, and   Lockheed Martin   Advanced Technology Center. Palo Alto has also served as an 
incubator and as headquarters to several other prominent   high-technology   companies such as   Apple, Google,   
Facebook,   Logitech,   Intuit,   Pinterest, and   PayPal .
Small  suburban   town   in   the   Bay   Area,   about   an   hour's   drive   south   of   San   Francisco.   Home   to   
Steve Young,   the   Hewlett   Packard   garage,   Steve   Jobs   and   Robert   Wozniak   ( founders   of   Apple ),   

Column Ranking a University
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Stanford Uni...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silicon_Valley

Silicon Valley is a region in the southern part of the San Francisco Bay Area in Northern California that serves as a 
global center for high technology, innovation, and social media. It corresponds roughly to the geographical Santa 
Clara Valley, although its boundaries have increased in recent decades. San Jose is the Valley's largest city, the 
third-largest in California, and the tenth-largest in the United States. Other major Silicon Valley cities include Palo 
Alto, Menlo Park, Redwood City, Cupertino, Santa Clara, Mountain View, and Sunnyvale.[1] The San Jose 
Metropolitan Area has the third-highest GDP per capita in the world (after Zurich, Switzerland and Oslo, Norway), 
according to the Brookings Institution.[2

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frederick_Terman

Frederick Emmons Terman  (June 7, 1900 – December 19, 1982) was an American   professor   and   academic 
administrator . He is widely credited (together with   William Shockley ) as being the father of   Silicon Valley .
Terman completed his undergraduate degree in  chemistry   and his master's degree in   electrical engineering   at   
Stanford University .   His father,   Lewis Terman, a psychologist who studied gifted children and popularized the   
IQ test   in   America, was a professor at Stanford. His mother, Anna Belle Minton Terman, attended Central Normal 
College, Danville, Indiana, and taught English at a school nearby. In 1895 she met Lewis M. Terman at the school; 
the relationship ripened over the following years and they were married Sept. 15, 1899. They then followed Lewis' 
education at Indiana University and Clark University. Frederick Terman went on to earn an   ScD   in electrical 
engineering from   Massachusetts Institute of Technology   in 1924. [3]   His advisor at MIT was   Vannevar Bush, 
who first proposed what became the   National Science Foundation.
Stanford Research Park and Silicon Valley 
After the war Terman returned to Stanford and was appointed  dean   of the School of Engineering. In 1945 he was 
influential in the creation of a microwave research laboratory at the Stanford School of Physical Sciences. In 1951 he 
spearheaded the creation of Stanford Industrial Park (now   Stanford Research Park ), whereby the University leased 
portions of its land to high-tech firms.   Companies such as   Varian Associates,   Hewlett-Packard,   Eastman Kodak, 
  General Electric, and   Lockheed Corporation   moved into Stanford Industrial Park and made the mid-Peninsula 
area into a hotbed of innovation which eventually became known as   Silicon Valley . 
He served as  Provost   at Stanford from 1955 to 1965.   During his tenure, Terman greatly expanded the science, 
statistics and engineering departments in order to win more research grants from the   Department of Defense . These 
grants, in addition to the funds that the patented research generated, helped to catapult Stanford into the ranks of the 
world's first class educational institutions, as well as spurring the growth of   Silicon Valley . Terman's efforts to 
create a mutual relationship between Stanford and the tech companies in the surrounding area also significantly 
contributed to this growth.   Speaking of this effort, Terman said
When we set out to create a community of technical scholars in  Silicon Valley, there wasn't much here and the rest 
of the world looked awfully big. Now a lot of the rest of the world is here.
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— Frederick Terman[1]
In 1964, Terman became a founding member of the National Academy of Engineering. In 1966 Terman played a 
central role in helping the Park Chung-hee Administration establish the Korea Advanced Institute of Science, which 
later became KAIST. Terman Hall at KAIST was named in his honor in 2004. The above story shows how KAIST 
was born in Seoul, (陵陵)hongneung in 1971.
The popularization of the  name   is credited to Don Hoefler, who   first used   it in the article " Silicon Valley   
USA", appearing in the January 11, 1971 issue of the weekly trade newspaper Electronic News.

San Francisco Bay Area,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/San_Francisco_Bay_Area

The San Francisco Bay Area (popularly referred to as the Bay Area) is a populous region surrounding the San 
Francisco, San Pablo and Suisun Bay estuaries in the northern part of the U.S. state of California. Although the exact 
boundaries of the region vary depending on the source, the Bay Area is defined by the Association of Bay Area 
Governments to include the nine counties that border the aforementioned estuaries: Alameda, Contra 
Costa, Marin, Napa, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Solano, Sonoma, and San Francisco. Other sources may exclude parts 
of or even entire counties, or expand the definition to include neighboring counties that don't border the bay such 
as San Benito, San Joaquin, and Santa Cruz.
Home to approximately 7.75 million people, Northern California's nine-county Bay Area contains many cities, 
towns, airports, and associated regional, state, and national parks, connected by a complex multimodal transportation 
network. The larger combined statistical area of the region, which includes fourteen counties, is the second-largest 
in California (after the Greater Los Angeles area), the fifth-largest in the United States, and the 41st-largest urban 
area in the world with 9.67 million people.  The Bay Area's population is ethnically diverse: for example, roughly 
half of the region's residents are Hispanic, Asian, African American, or Pacific Islander, all of whom have a 
significant presence throughout the region.
To the north of San Francisco, Sausalito, Napa Valley (famous for Winery). San Fnacisco, UC Berkeley, to the south 
of Stanford University San Jose, Pacific Ocean Side, Santa Cruz, Montray, Carmel, 17 miles drive, San Joaquin 
Valley (East of Eden)., Pebble Beach Gof Course, etc. A country of John Steinbech who won Nobel Prize 
(Literature) in 1962.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Steinbeck

John Ernst Steinbeck Jr. ( / ˈ s t aɪ n b ɛ k / ; February 27, 1902 – December 20, 1968) was an American 
author. He won the 1962   Nobel Prize in Literature   "for his realistic and imaginative writings, combining as they 
do sympathetic humour and keen social perception." [2]   He has been called "a giant of American letters," [3]   and 
many of his works are considered classics of Western literature. [4]
During his writing career, he authored 27 books, including 16 novels, six  non-fiction   books, and two collections of 
  short stories . He is widely known for the comic novels   Tortilla Flat   (1935) and   Cannery Row   (1945), the 
multi-generation epic   East of Eden   (1952), and the novellas   Of Mice and Men   (1937) and   The Red Pony   
(1937). The   Pulitzer Prize -winning   The Grapes of Wrath   (1939) [5]   is considered Steinbeck's masterpiece and 
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part of the   American literary canon . [6]   In the first 75 years after it was published, it sold 14 million copies.
Most of Steinbeck's work is set in  central California, particularly in the   Salinas Valley   and the   California Coast 
Ranges   region. His works frequently explored the themes of fate and injustice, especially as applied to downtrodden 
or   everyman   protagonists .

Steinbeck was born on February 27, 1902, in  Salinas, California .   He was of   German,   English, and   Irish   
descent. Steinbeck graduated from Salinas High School in 1919 and went on to study English Literature at  Stanford 
University   near   Palo Alto, leaving without a degree in 1925. He traveled to New York City where he took odd 
jobs while trying to write. When he failed to publish his work, he returned to California and worked in 1928 as a tour 
guide and caretaker   at   Lake Tahoe, where he met Carol Henning, his first wife.   They married in January 1930 in 
Los Angeles, where, with friends, he attempted to make money by manufacturing plaster   mannequins . 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/California

California  is a   state   in the   Pacific Region   of the   United States . With 39.6 million residents across a total area 
of about 163,696 square miles (423,970 km 2 ), California is the   most populous U.S. state   and the   third-largest   
by area. 
The  Greater Los Angeles Area   and the   San Francisco Bay Area   are the nation's second- and fifth-most   
populous urban regions, with 18.7 million and 9.7 million residents respectively. California's $3.0 trillion economy is 
larger than that of any other state; larger than those of  Texas   and   Florida   combined; and is the   largest 
sub-national economy   in the world.
What is now California was first settled by various  Native Californian tribes   before being explored by a number of 
European expeditions during the 16th and 17th centuries. The   Spanish Empire   then claimed it as part of   Alta 
California, within its   New Spain   colony. The area became a part of   Mexico   in 1821 following its successful   
war for independence   but was ceded to the United States in 1848 after the   Mexican–American War . The western 
portion of Alta California was then organized and admitted as the 31st state on September 9, 1850. The   California 
Gold Rush   starting in 1848 led to dramatic social and demographic changes, with large-scale emigration from the 
east and abroad with an accompanying economic boom.
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 Ranking a University based on alumni, other factors
Ho Nam Chang, Ph.D. (Stanford, 1975) 

Emeritus Professor (KAIST)
Whenever I meet my Chinese Friend, very often I ask Professor Jiang Min of Nanjing Tech University: in China 
Tsinghua or Beijing, which university ranks No.1 ?. His answer was one year Tsinghua 1st and the other year Beijng 
1st . This was what I expected from him. Why did I ask this sillly question. One U.S. ranking company ranked 
Beihang University 1st. I searched Beihang (北航) university from an internet
it was Beijing Aero university and thought this could be a university that will educate students for future Chinese 
Aero Space program. Now other university ranking system world and Chinese universities.

http://www.shanghairanking.com/ARWU2018Candidates.html 

The ARWU system, for the ranking, takes into account Alumni, Award, HiCi, Pub, TOP, Fundamentals. There are 
No Chinese or Japanese universities in world top 10. Two universites of England are included and the other 8 are 
U.S. universities.
There are many institutions in the world that publishes univresity rankigs every year. The famous ones are QS 
rankings, Times Higher Education, Reuter rankings in England and Shanghairanking.com (located in Shanghai 
Jiaotong University campus). 
QS rankings for Chinese Universities are as follows: 1. Tsinghua, 2. Peking U, 3. Fudan 4. University of Science and 
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Technology in China (USTC) 5. Zhejiang U, 6.Shanghai Jiao Tong U, 7. Nanjing U, 8. Sun Yat-sen U., 9. Wuhan U. 
10. Harbin Institute of Technology.
THE (Times Higher Education) rankings 2019
1. U.of Oxford 2. U. of Cambridge 3. Stanford U. 4. MIT 5. Caltech 6. Harvard 8. Princeton 9. Imperial College 10. 
University of Chicago. 
The following table (taken from google image) compares how world class universities are ranked by world major 
ranking systems.

The averges of ranking system dividing by 4 yield (1) Harvard 1.75 (2) Stanford 3.25 (3) MIT 4.0 (4) Princeton 4.5 
(5) Caltech 5.5 (6) Yale 6.0 (6) U. Chicago 6.0 (8) Columbia 7.5 (9) U. Pennsylvania 10.0 . (10) California, Berkeley 
11.4.

Acceptance rate: (1) Stanford (4.2%) (2) Harvard (4.5%) (3) MIT (6.62%) (4) UC Berkeley (15.1%)
Olympic Medals : (2) Stanford (270) (4) Berkeley (207), (8), Harvard (106) (53) MIT (12)
Nobel Laurates : (1) Harvard (2) Berkeley (107) (3) MIT (93) ( (4) Stanford (83)
Billinaire alumni: (1) Harvard ($529B), (2) Stanford ($339) (3) U.Penn ($247), (4) Columbia ($217 Stanford (1), 

6.78 B and MIT (2) 6.07 B lead Harvard 4.03B and U.Penn 5.25B, Yale 4.71Ber universities amount/degree 
involved. B: Billion $(US). one or two degrees are associated with a single graduate. 
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 R-3 Stanford and Harvard: Acceptance Rate Competition
I received my MS (1971) and Ph.D. (1975) degrees at Stanford University. I lived at Stanford campus housing from 
the beginning (September, 1970) to the end (January, 1975). When a single you stay at dormitory and when get 
married, students may stay at married student housing on campus. 
I enjoyed the life at San Francisco Bay Area and started to knew about Stanford University, Bay Area, Silicon 
Valley. When I was in Korea say 1960~1970 (high school, Seoul National University, military service 3 years), what 
I or most Koreans knew about US universities are Harvard and MIT. 
 After I returned to Korea in 1976 to have a position of assistant professor at KAIS (Korea Advanced Institute of 
Science) of Seoul HongNeug Science Park. Although I received “ Stanford “ magazine for Stanford alumni 
regularly,for the thirty years so I did not pay much attention to articles in the magazine. 
In 2013 an isssue of Stanford one article from the admssion' office claimed that Stanford is starting to receive 
applications from pretty very well quaified applicants. The magazine did not anything about Harvard or MIT or 
universities. What I know about university ranking was by US News and World ranking. When I searched Internet 
about Stanford or other university homepages, they listed acceptance or admission rates of their own admission rate 
together with other universities' acceptance rates. 

Harvard university always led other universities in acceptance rates including Stanford, but the turnover occurred in 
2017/2013 admission rates. Stanford was 0.2% smaller than Harvard that shocked Harvard university, the trend 
continued until recently Stanford got involved in admission scandal by a Chinese applicant's parents. US News said 
Stanford will not reveal its acceptance rate because the lowest acceptance rate discourage application to Stanford 
university.
Source: toptieradmission.com
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Stanford University, arguably the most selective institution of higher education in the United States. Stanford Provost 
Persis S. Drell wrote in a press release that the school chose to stop publicizing admissions data because it did not 
want its low acceptance rate to dissuade prospective students from applying.
https://www.toptieradmissions.com/resources/college-admissions-statistics/ivy-league-admission-statistics-for-class-
of-2023/

3. What Harvard, MIT, Berketey and Stanford U are proud of ?

Harvard U (1636): https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harvard_University

Harvard University  is a private  Ivy League research university in  Cambridge, Massachusetts, with about 6,700 
undergraduate students and about 15,250 postgraduate students. Established in 1636 and named for its first 
benefactor, clergyman   John Harvard, Harvard is the   United States' oldest institution of higher learning . [9]   Its 
history, influence, and wealth have made it one of the most prestigious universities in the world. 
Harvard's alumni include  eight U.S. presidents, more than thirty foreign heads of state, 62 living   billionaires, 359   
Rhodes Scholars, and 242  Marshall Scholars .  As of October 2018, 158 Nobel laureates, 18 Fields Medalists, and   
14 Turing Award winners  have been affiliated as students, faculty, or researchers. In addition, Harvard students and 
alumni have won 10 Academy Awards, 48 Pulitzer Prizes  and 108 Olympic medals (46 gold, 41 silver and 21 
bronze), and have founded   a large number of companies worldwide. 

MIT (1861): https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Massachusetts_Institute_of_Technology

The  Massachusetts Institute of Technology ( MIT ) is a   private research university in Cambridge, Massachusetts.  
As of March 2019, 93 Nobel laureates,   26 Turing Award winners, and  8 Fields Medalists  have been affiliated with 
MIT as alumni, faculty members, or researchers. In addition, 58   National Medal of Science  recipients, 29   
National Medals of Technology and Innovation   recipients, 50   MacArthur Fellows, 73  Marshall Scholars,  45   
Rhodes Scholars, 41   astronauts, and 16   Chief Scientists of the US Air Force  have been affiliated with MIT. The 
school also has a strong   entrepreneurial culture, and the aggregated annual revenues of  companies founded by MIT 
alumni   ($1.9   trillion ) would rank roughly as the tenth-largest economy in the world (2014). MIT is a member of 
the   Association of American Universities   (AAU). 

Berkeley, UC (1868) : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_California,_Berkeley

The  University of California, Berkeley ( UC Berkeley,   Berkeley, Cal, or   California )  is a public research 
university in  Berkeley, California. It was founded in 1868 and serves as the   flagship institution of the ten research 
universities affiliated with the University of California  system. Berkeley has since grown to instruct over 40,000 
students in approximately 350 undergraduate and   graduate degree  programs covering numerous disciplines. 
As of October 2018, Berkeley alumni, faculty members and researchers include 107 Nobel laureates, 25 Turing 
Award winners, and 14 Fields Medalists. They have also won 9 Wolf Prizes, 45 MacArthur Fellowships, 
20 Academy Awards, 19 Pulitzer Prizes, and 207 Olympic medals (117 gold, 51 silver and 39 bronze).  In 
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1930, Ernest Lawrence invented the cyclotron at Berkeley, based on which UC Berkeley researchers along 
with Berkeley Lab have discovered or co-discovered 16 chemical elements of the periodic table – more than any 
other university in the world. During the 1940s, Berkeley physicist J. R. Oppenheimer, the "Father of the Atomic 
Bomb," led the Manhattan project to create the first atomic bomb. In the 1960s, Berkeley was particularly noted for 
the Free Speech Movement as well as the Anti-Vietnam War Movement led by its students.  In the 21st century, 
Berkeley has become one of the leading universities in producing entrepreneurs and its alumni have founded a large 
number of companies worldwide.
For 2018–19, UC Berkeley ranks 5th internationally in the Academic Ranking of World Universities, 28th in the QS 
World University Rankings, 15th in the Times Higher Education World University Rankings, and 4th in the U.S. 
News & World Report Global University Rankings. Berkeley has been consistently cited as one of the six most 
prestigious universities in the world by Times Higher Education World Reputation Rankings.
Stanford University (1891): https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanford_University

Leland Stanford Junior University (Stanford University or Stanford) a private research university in Stanford, 
California. Stanford is known for its academic strength, wealth, selectivity, proximity to Silicon Valley, and ranking 
as one of the world's top universities.
Students compete in 36 varsity sports, and the university is one of two private institutions in the Division I 
FBS Pac-12 Conference. It has gained 123 NCAA team championships,the most for a university. Stanford athletes 
have won 522 (the most) individual championships, and Stanford has won the NACDA Directors' Cup for 24 
consecutive years, beginning in 1994–1995. In addition, Stanford students and alumni have won 270 Olympic medals 
including 139 gold medals.
As of October 2018, 83 Nobel laureates, 27 Turing Award laureates,[note 1] and 8 Fields Medalists have been 
affiliated with Stanford as students, alumni, faculty or staff. In addition, Stanford University is particularly noted for 
its entrepreneurship and is one of the most successful universities in attracting funding for start-ups. Stanford alumni 
have founded a large number of companies, which combined produce more than $2.7 trillion in annual revenue and 
have created 5.4 million jobs as of 2011, roughly equivalent to the 10th largest economy in the world (as of 2011). 
Stanford is the alma mater of 30 living billionaires and 17 astronauts, and is also one of the leading producers of 
members of the United States Congress.
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 R-4 Nobel Laureates by Univeristy Affiliation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Nobel_laureates_by_university_affiliation

Top 30 universities worldwide since 1901
All types of affiliation in all relevant subject count equally in the following tables and throughout the whole page
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Among top 30: The number in ( ) indicates a number of institutions within top 30 Nobel Laureates, but not a number 
of Nobel laureates in these countries.
USA (19) Harvard, UC Berkeley, UC of Chicago, Columbia, MIT, Stanford, Caltech, Princeton, and 11 more.
UK (4): Cambridge, Oxford, University College London, University of Manchester
Germany (5) Humboldt University of Berlin, University of Goettingen, University of Munich, University of 
Heidelberg 
France (1) University of Paris, Switzerland (1), Denmark (1)

Since 2000 (6➜) Top 20
USA (16) Harvard (1)➜, MIT (6➜2), 3. Berkeley (3➜3), Stanford (7➜4), 5. Yale (11➜5), Princeton (10➜6), 
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Caltech (8➜8), Chicago (2➜9) 
UK (2) Cambridge(2➜5), Oxford (10➜12)
Germany (0): disappeared.
New: Japan (Kyoto: 15), Israel (16)

‣Since 1901
Africa: 1. University of Cape Town (5), 2. University of the Witwatersrand 3. Cairo University 1
Asia : Kyoto University (18), University of Tokyo (16), Hebrew University (15), Nagoya Univ (6) Weizmann 
Institute (6), 
Latin America: University of Buenos Aires (5), National Autonomous University of Mexico (4), University of Chile 
(2), 
Oceania: Australian National University (8). U of Melbourne (7), U of Adelaide (5), U of Sidney (4), U of 
Canterbury (3)

‣Since 2000
Africa (none), Asia Kyoto (12), Hebrew (11), University of Tokyo (9), Nagoya U (6), Chinese of Hong Kong (4), 
Hong Kong U of S & T (4), Technion Israel of Tech (4), Weizmann Institute of Science (4)
Latin America: National University of San Marcos (1), 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australian_National_University (3)

The Australian National University (ANU) is a national research university located in Canberra, the capital of 
Australia. Its main campus in Acton encompasses seven teaching and research colleges, in addition to several 
national academies and institutes.

ANU is regarded as one of the world's leading research universities. It is ranked 1st in Australia and the whole of 
Oceania, 24th in the world by the 2019 QS World University Rankings and 49th in the world (second in Australia) 
by the 2019 Times Higher Education] ANU was named the world's 7th (first in Australia) most international 
university in a 2017 study by Times Higher Education. In the 2017 Times Higher Education Global Employability 
University Ranking, an annual ranking of university graduates' employability, ANU was ranked 21st in the world 
(first in Australia). ANU is ranked 100th (first in Australia) in the CWTS Leiden ranking. The university is 
particularly well known for its programmes in the arts and social sciences, and ranks among the best in the world for 
a number of disciplines including politics and international relations, social policy, and geography.[11]
ANU counts six Nobel laureates and 49 Rhodes scholars among its faculty and alumni. The university has educated 
two prime ministers, 30 current Australian ambassadors and more than a dozen current heads of government 
departments of Australia. The latest releases of ANU's scholarly publications are held through ANU Press online

 

The Australian universities with 
Nobel Laureates
Australian National Univ (3)
University of Adelaide (2)
University of Canterbury (2))
University of Melbourne (2) 
University of Western Australia (2)

‣In Depth Study of Nobel Laureates
List of Nobel laureates by university affiliation includes alumni, long-term academic staff, short-term academic staff, 
but overlaps are deducted from the total. In this statistics there are two categories: 1901~ current and 2001~current.
1901~ current minus 2001-current will give net 20th century (1901-2000). Here I will focus on numbers of long-term 
academic staff Nobel Laureates because the other two numbers are not real numbers although their contributions 
cannot be ignored. 
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‣“by university affiliation” consists of three parts:
Alumni (A), long-term academic staff(L), short-term academic staff(S) For example
Nobel Prize Winner or Nobel Laureate Professor A, did his or her university degree through 5 different schools, 
long-term academic staff at 5 different universities and had short-stay such as sabbatical leaves at 5 different 
universities. Then as he becomes a Nobel laureate, 15 universities will claim him as long-term academic staff, 
alumni, and short-term staff

Social consensus of achievements athletes, artists and other politician are all different depending on the contribution. 
Athletes receive gold, silver, bronze; artists (music, painting), politician, member of city council, A real gold medal 
credit for a university is those of Long-term academic staff deserves real gold medal. If necessary alumni and short 
term academic staff may be mentioned but separately from long-term academic staffs. 
The statistics of the university home page may be quite misleading those who want to select a university for 
admission

This is why I counted long-term academic staff separately from the other two (alumni and short-term academic staff). 
The ranks are quite different from the university affiliation Nobel laureates.
From 1901~ Present: Harvard has 158 university affiliation Nobel laureates (UAN)
L-number (L-UAN) is only 53, approximately 33.5% (1/3), Still Harvard is No.1.
From 2001~ Present: Harvard UAN is 60 (Rank No.1) L-UAN 13 (Rank No.5).
Changes of UAN from 1901~2000 to 2001~ Present.

T-UAN, A-UAN, L-UAN, S-UAN: the abbreviation of T (total), U (univerisity), A(alumni), L(long-term accademic 
staff), S(short-term accademic staff).
Excluding A-UAN and S-UAN from TUAN leaves L-UAN (real Nobel Prize Winner of respective universities)

The table below shows how T-UAN can be broken into Alumni, L-UAN and S-UAN.
No. 1 Ranking Harvard University has 158 T-UAN from 1991~present and 60-T-UAN since 2000.
This gives net T-UAN of the 20 century yields 98 T-UAN. Also another table 21st century gives the details of 
T-UAN. L-UAN and S-UAN. are shown. Since all the details of T-UAN of universities of these website are 
revealed, the contributions of A-UAN and S-UAN can be counted. Since 2000, Harvard has only L-UAN has 13 
(rank 5). 21 C-L (Nobel prize winner) Yale University is NO.1 and Stanford is No.2, UC Berkeley is No.3, MIT 
No.4 and Harvard is No.5.
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‣Changes of Nobel Laureates by University Affililation 
Among 20 in the 21st century Kyoto University (top 15) ad Hebrew University are within (top 16), all the German 
universities were not listed
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 1 United States 2,520
 2 Russia 1,865
 3 Germany 1,681
 4 Great Britain 847
 5 France 713
 6 Italy 577
 7 China 543
 8 Australia 497

 R-5 Other Factors

1. Olympic Medals by US Universities
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_American_universities_with_Olympic_medals

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/countries-with-the-most-olympic-medals.html

1) United States
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 9 Sweden 494
10 Hungary 491
11 Japan 439
17 South Korea 264

2) Billionaires by US universities
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_universities_by_number_of_billionaire_alumni

"Top billionaire producing universities" per Wealth-X 2017, counting all degrees[edit]
1. Harvard University – 131 degrees, combined wealth $529 billion
2. Stanford University – 50 degrees, combined wealth $339 billion
3. University of Pennsylvania – 47 degrees, combined wealth $247 billion
4. Columbia University – 38 degrees, combined wealth $218 billion
5. Massachusetts Institute of Technology – 26 degrees, combined wealth $158 billion
6. University of California Berkeley – 19 degrees, combined wealth $83 billion
7. Cornell University – 23 degrees, combined wealth $57 billion
8. University of Southern California – 22 degrees, combined wealth $51 billion
9. University of Chicago – 28 degrees, combined wealth $49 billion
10. Yale University – 21 degrees, combined wealth $99 billion[4]

3) Endowments
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_colleges_and_universities_in_the_United_States_by_endowm

ent
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4) List of presidents of the United States by education - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_presidents_of_the_United_States_by_education

Most presidents of the United States received a college education, even most of the earliest. Of the first 
seven presidents, five were college graduates. College degrees have set the presidents apart from the 
general population, and presidents have held such a degree even when this was quite rare indeed, as well 
as unnecessary, for practicing most occupations, including law. Of the forty-four individuals to have been 
the president, twenty-four of them graduated from a private undergraduate college, nine graduated from a 
public undergraduate college, and twelve held no degree. Every president since 1953 has had a bachelor's 
degree, reflecting the increasing importance of higher education in the United State

(1) Did not graduate from college[edit]
⦁George Washington (The death of his father ended Washington's formal schooling; however, he believed 

strongly in formal education. In his will, he left money and/or stocks to support three educational 
institutions.[1])

⦁James Monroe (attended the College of William and Mary but dropped out to fight in the Revolutionary War)
⦁Andrew Jackson
⦁Martin Van Buren
⦁William Henry Harrison (attended college but never received a degree)
⦁Zachary Taylor
⦁Millard Fillmore (founded the University at Buffalo, The State University of New York)
⦁Abraham Lincoln (had only about a year of formal schooling of any kind)
⦁Andrew Johnson (no formal schooling of any kind)
⦁Grover Cleveland
⦁William McKinley (attended Allegheny College (did not graduate) and Albany Law School (did not graduate)
⦁Harry S. Truman (went to business college and law school but did not receive a degree)
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/world-university-rankings/2019/reputation-ranking#!/pa

ge/0/length/25/sort_by/rank/sort_order/asc/cols/stats

5) World Reputation Rankings 2019
The Times Higher Education World Reputation Rankings 2019 are based on the world’s largest 
invitation-only opinion survey of senior, published academics. It asks scholars to name no more than 15 
universities that they believe are the best for research and teaching in their field, based on their own 
experience. Times Higher Education World Reputation Rankings 2019 are based on the world’s largest 
invitation-only opinion survey of senior, published academics. It asks scholars to name no more than 15 
universities that they believe are the best for research and teaching in Times Higher Education World 
Reputation Rankings 2019 are based on the world’s largest invitation-only opinion survey of senior, 
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published academics. It asks scholars to name no more than 15 universities that they believe are the best 
for research and teaching in their field, based on their own experience.
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⦁Reuter Innovative- Universities

https://www.reuters.com/innovative-universities-2018/profile
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2019 Stanford University

Reed Hastings is the founder of Netflicks

⦁17 SDGS (UN 17 Sustainable Development Goals)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainable_Development_Goals

In 1972, governments met in Stockholm, Sweden for the United Nations Conference on the Human 

Environment, to consider the rights of the family to a healthy and productive environment.[5] In 1983, the 
United Nations created the World Commission on Environment and Development (later known as the 
Brundtland Commission), which defined sustainable development as "meeting the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs".[6] In 1992, the first 
United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) or Earth Summit was held in Rio de 

Janeiro, where the first agenda for Environment and Development, also known as Agenda 21, was 
developed and adopted. 
In 2012, the United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development (UNCSD), also known as Rio+20, was 
held as a 20-year follow up to UNCED. Colombia proposed the idea of the SDGs at a preparation event 
for Rio+20 held in Indonesia in July 2011.[7] In September 2011, this idea was picked up by the United 

Nations Department of Public Information 64th NGO Conference in Bonn, Germany. The outcome document 
proposed 17 sustainable development goals and associated targets. In the run-up to Rio+20 there was much 
discussion about the idea of the SDGs. At the Rio+20 Conference, a resolution known as "The Future We 
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Want" was reached by member states.[8] Among the key themes agreed on were poverty eradication, 
energy, water and sanitation, health, and human settlements

Times Higher Education (THE) company, currently operating World University Reputation Ranking, had a 
conference on how to evaluate university based on UN’s 7 SDGs at KAIST in spring, 2019.

KAIST ranked 4th at the first evaluation (2019) based on THE-SDGs Considering the rank 6th or KAIST 

at the first evaluation by Reuter, the Engineering and Technology evaluation by Reuter and THE-SDGs 
give much higher ranks than General University evaluation (KAIST rank: 50~100).
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 Comparison of Tsinghua and Shenzen-2016
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attach-Tsinghua

http://www.afob.org/newsletter/1911/R-6_comparison_of_Tsinghua_and_Shenzen-2016.pdf
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 A-star -the Bioprocessing Technology Institute (BTI)

https://www.a-star.edu.sg/bti/About-Us/Executive-Directors-Message

Biologics, such as monoclonal antibodies, growth factors and vaccines, are increasingly used for the treatment and 
prevention of human ailments. Biologics manufacturing is also one of the key industry sectors in the Singapore 
economy.
Over the years, scientists and staff at the Bioprocessing Technology Institute (BTI) have developed critical 
capabilities in biologics R&D and played a pivotal role in anchoring the biopharmaceutical industry in Singapore. 

The establishment of major biologic manufacturing facilities by key multinational pharmaceutical companies in the 
Tuas Biomedical Park is a testimonial to the unique role and contribution of BTI.

In the near future, there will be increased demand for new innovative protein drugs that target new diseases and are 
safer for the patients. New biologic modalities such as stem cells will also become important to the 
biopharmaceutical industry for drug screening, toxicity studies or may themselves present new treatment options in 
the form of cellular therapies.

At BTI, we will continue to groom the next generation of biomedical science researchers and spearhead cutting-edge 
research in bioprocess sciences and engineering. We aim to develop innovations that will directly impact biomedical 
science R&D and the manufacturing of biologics and stem cells. 

Ultimately, we hope to see the fruits of our labour directly benefiting the bioindustry and contributing to the economy 
or translated into products for the betterment of human health in the clinics.

The future is indeed bright for young scientists to participate in the derivation, manufacturing and application of new 
biologics. We welcome those with the aspirations to join us at BTI!

Professor Lam Kong Peng 
Executive Director
Bioprocessing Technology Institute
https://www.a-star.edu.sg/bti/About-Us/About-Us
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 The Japan Society for Bioscience, Biotechnology, and Agrochemistry (JSBBA)

       http://www.jsbba.or.jp/

‣ History
The Japan Society for Bioscience, Biotechnology, and Agrochemistry was founded in 1924 as an academic 
organization called the Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan, with the objective of contributing to scientific, 
technological and industrial developments.
After steady development of the organization and activities, the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 
Technology officially recognized the society in 1957, and in 1989 the Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan 
changed its name to the current Japan Society for Bioscience, Biotechnology, and Agrochemistry.
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The organization, consisting of researchers, technologists, students and private organizations in various fields of 
bioscience and biotechnology, celebrated its 90th anniversary in 2014.
In order to further promote international activities and to realize funds for international conferences, the society 
widely stresses the importance of agricultural science.

‣ Organizations
The society has its headquarters in Tokyo, with seven branches in appropriate regions of the country, as shown 
below.
The board of directors, consisting of twenty-six directors headed by president (Dr. Prof. Ryuichiro SATO, The 
University of Tokyo, for the 2017-2019 term), fulfills functions constantly in collaboration with the following 
administrative board at the headquarters.
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Committees
- KAGAKU TO SEIBUTSU (Society Journal in Japanese) Editorial Board
- Bioscience, Biotechnology, and Biochemistry Editorial Board
- Academic Activities Committee
- Tripartite Collaboration Committee
- Public Relations Committee
- Gender Equality Committee
- JABEE Education Committee
- Ethics Committee
- Finance Committee
- Organizing Committee for the 100th Anniversary of the Foundation of JSBBA

Branches
Seven branches in the Hokkaido, Tohoku, Kanto, Chubu, Kansai, Chu-Shikoku and Nishi-Nihon districts coordinate 
activities
- Hokkaido branch 
- Tohoku branch
- Kanto branch
- Chubu branch
- Kansai branch
- Chu-shikoku branch
- Nishi-Nihon branch

The Japan Society for Bioscience, Biotechnology, and Agrochemistry were founded in 1924 as an academic 
organization called the Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan, with the objective of contributing to scientific, 
technological and industrial developments.
After steady development of the organization and activities, the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science, and 
Technology officially recognized the society in 1957, and in 1989 the Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan 
changed its name to the current Japan Society for Bioscience, Biotechnology, and Agrochemistry.
The organization, consisting of researchers, technologists, students and private organizations in various fields of 
bioscience and biotechnology, celebrated its 90th anniversary in 2014.
In order to further promote international activities and to realize funds for international conferences, society widely 
stresses the importance of agricultural sciences

Ho Nam Chang <hnchang@kaist.edu>
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 APBioCheC90

Older Conferences

AP BioCheC 90-Founding

http://www.afob.org/newsletter/1911/1-1APBioCheC-1990_Founding.pdf
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 ARS-Manila-2017

For Full Text Press "HERE"

Older Conferences

http://www.afob.org/newsletter/1911/2_ARS-Manila-2017.pdf
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 ICAB2019-Program

For full text Press "HERE"

Older Conferences

http://www.afob.org/newsletter/1911/4_ICAB2019-program.pdf
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For Full Text Press "HERE"

Emerging Areas

http://www.afob.org/newsletter/1911/EA-2_Algae-M_A_Borowitzkal.pdf
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 Microbial biodiesel

For Full Text Press "HERE"

Emerging Areas

http://www.afob.org/newsletter/1911/EA-3_Microbial_biodiesel-HN_Chang.pdf
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 AFOB Newsletter No.4 (fall), 2019

- 
- Type B: Nature Gluetech
- 

 AFOB Newsletter No.3 (spring), 2018

- Type B: Advanced Biomass Research Center, KAIST
- Type B: Novarex
- Type B: SepraTek 

 AFOB Newsletter No.2 (winter), 2017~2018

- Type A: Amore Pacific
- Type B: GE Healthcare

 AFOB Newsletter No.1 (fall), 2017

- Type A: CJ
- Type B: Lab2Market

Fees: Type A: 2,000$, Type B: 1,000$. Type C; 200$/5 years
한국: Type A: 200 만원, Type B: 100만원, Type C: 20만원

Advertising groups
Type A: Big & Middle-sized companies. Major Research groups.
Type B:  Middle & Small sized companies, Venture companies
Type C: Lab instruments and Reagents supplying companies

Advertising effect
Current: Major Biotechnology Societies with 17,000 searchers in 14 member countries of AFOB 17,000+alpha
Future:  Biotechnology and Biohealthcare -related societies and companies in Europe and USA, UNESCO  Federation of Societies 
of Societies IFMBE with 120,000 members)
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